Abstract-This paper presents a class of non-convex quadratically constrained quadratic programs that can be solved in polynomial time when their underlying graph is acyclic, provided the constraints satisfy a technical condition. We demonstrate its use on optimal power flow problems over radial networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
A quadratically constrained quadratic program (QCQP) is an optimization problem in which the objective function and the constraints are quadratic. Many engineering problems can be represented as QCQPs, e.g., [2] , [3] , sensor network localization [4] , principal component analysis [5] and optimal power flow [6] - [8] . A wide-range of combinatorial problems can also be cast as QCQPs, e.g., the max-cut problem [9] and the maximum stable set problem [10] . In general, QCQPs are non-convex, and therefore lack computationally efficient solution methods. This paper identifies a class of non-convex QCQPs for which globally optimal solutions can be guaranteed in polynomial time. The standard approach in the literature to solving a QCQP, optimally or approximately, is to relax this non-convex problem to a convex conic program [11] , [12] . There are polynomial-time interior-point algorithms to solve these relaxed programs cast as second-order cone programs (SOCP) or semidefinite programs (SDP) [13] . Several authors have investigated the accuracy of these relaxations [9] , [14] . Others have studied conditions under which a conic relaxation of the QCQP is exact, i.e., an optimal solution of the QCQP can be computed from an optimal solution of its relaxation [15] , [16] . In this paper, we prove a sufficient condition under which QCQPs with complex variables whose underlying graph structures are acyclic admit an efficient polynomial time solution through an SOCP or SDP relaxation. (QCQPs in complex variables can be recast as QCQPs in real variables; our result, however, is not implied by previous results.) The result here generalizes our earlier result in [17] and is first proved in [18] using a Lagrangian dual argument. We also present an alternative proof using the optimal solution of the conic relaxation that is equivalent to an independent result in [19] . This is the abridged version of the paper [1] . It was supported by NSF through NetSE grant CNS 0911041, Southern California Edison, Cisco, and the Okawa Foundation.
We apply the theory developed here to the optimal power flow (OPF) problem on radial networks in Section V. Originally formulated by Carpentier in 1962 [20] , OPF seeks to minimize some cost function, such as power loss, generation cost and/or user utilities, subject to engineering constraints on a power network. OPF can be formulated as a QCQP [6] - [8] . We characterize a class of OPF problems over radial networks that can be solved via conic relaxations; the sufficient conditions in [17] , [21] , [22, Theorem 2] , [23, Theorem 7] are special cases of this set.
In Section II, we present the result and show the main ideas behind two different proof techniques in Section III. In Section IV, we compare our result with known results in the literature. The result is then applied to a class of OPF problems over radial networks that can be solved efficiently in Section V.
II. QCQP: ITS FORMULATION AND RESULT
Consider the following QCQP with complex variable x ∈ C n , where C is the set of complex numbers. Primal problem P :
where x H denotes the conjugate transpose of x, C 0 , C 1 , . . . , C m are n × n complex Hermitian matrices and b 0 , b 1 , . . . , b m are scalars. If the matrices C 0 , C 1 , . . . , C m are positive semidefinite, then problem P is a convex program and can be solved in polynomial time [12] , [24] . Otherwise, problem P is non-convex and NP-hard in general.
We next define the collection of matrices as follows.
We characterize the set C such that problem P can be solved efficiently. For any matrix Q, let Q jk represent the element corresponding to the j th row and the k th column. Let i := √ −1. For any complex number z, let Re z and Im z denote the real and imaginary parts of z, respectively.
For a Hermitian matrix Q, define the graph of matrix Q (denoted by G(Q)) as the undirected graph on n nodes, where nodes j and k (j = k, 1 ≤ j, k ≤ n) share an edge if and only if Q jk = 0. Intuitively, the graph G(Q) represents the sparsity pattern of the matrix Q. C, extend this definition to the graph of C (denoted by G(C)) as the undirected graph on n nodes, where j and k (j = k, 1 ≤ j, k ≤ n) share an edge if and only if j and k share an edge in at least one among
A set of complex numbers is said to be linearly separable from the origin if there exists a line through the origin of the complex plane such that the points represented by this set of complex numbers lie on one side of that line. To illustrate this, consider the sets of complex numbers in Figure 1 . While the sets in (a) and (b) are linearly separable from the origin, the set in (c) is not. The collection C is said to be off-diagonally linearly separable from the origin if for each j = k, 1 ≤ j, k ≤ n, the set of complex numbers
linearly separable from the origin. Using this notation, we now present the main result of the paper.
Theorem 1: For QCQP P , suppose the feasible set is nonempty and bounded and the collection of matrices C satisfies: 1) G(C) is acyclic, 2) C is off-diagonally linearly separable from the origin. Then, P can be solved in polynomial time. For a continuous optimization problem, we say it can be solved in polynomial time if given any ζ > 0, there is an algorithm that finds a feasible solution to the optimization problem with an objective value within ζ of the theoretical optimum in polynomial time [11] , [12] , [24] .
III. PROOFS OF THEOREM 1
We now provide two proof techniques in Sections III-A and III-B. Without loss of generality, assume throughout that the graph G(C) is connected and acyclic, i.e., it is a tree.
A. Proof using the dual approach
Here we show a proof sketch by characterizing the optimal solution of the Lagrangian dual problem of P ; this approach requires an additional assumption that P is strictly feasible. For vector a, let a 0 denote that all its elements are strictly positive. The proof proceeds in two steps. First, the result is proved for the following case. For all a 0, suppose:
The relation in (1) implies that the convex hull of the set of complex numbers
does not contain the origin of the complex plane in its interior. If this set is linearly separable from the origin, then (1) is generally satisfied unless all the points lie on a line through the origin of the complex plane. In the next step, we relax the condition in (1).
Step 1: Consider the following semidefinite program RP where W is an n × n complex positive semidefinite matrix. Relaxed Problem RP :
Let the Lagrange multipliers for the inequalities in (2) be λ p ≥ 0 for p = 1, 2, . . . , m. Then the Lagrangian dual of P (and also of RP ) is Dual problem DP :
RP/DP are SDPs and hence can be solved in polynomial time using interior-point methods [13] , [25] , [26] . Define p * , r * and d * as the optimum values of the objective functions for problems P , RP and DP , respectively. Also, suppose W * , λ * be the optimal primal-dual pair for RP/DP . Then we have the following result (stated without proof).
Lemma 2: p * , r * , d * are finite and p * ≥ r * = d * . If W * solves RP optimally and rank W * ≤ 1, then p * = r * and x * solves P optimally, where x * uniquely solves
Note that the graph of the matrix A(λ) (denoted by G(A(λ)) is a subgraph of G(C). For some values of λ, G(A(λ)) may not be connected. From the relation in (1), it follows that for all λ 0, the graph G(A(λ)) is connected. Lemma 3: If G(A(λ * )) is connected then rank W * ≤ 1. This follows from a result on the minimum semidefinite ranks of matrices with acyclic sparsity pattern [27] , [28, Theorem 3.4] and [29, Corollary 3.9] . If λ * 0, then such a W * with rank W * ≤ 1 exists. The rest of the argument for this step is to consider a perturbation DP ε where the constraint λ ≥ 0 is replaced with λ ≥ ε1, where 1 is a vector of all ones. Then we can show: (a) there exists W * of the unperturbed problem with rank W * ≤ 1, (b) we can construct a matrix with rank ≤ 1 arbitrarily close to the optimum objective value of P/RP , thus solving P in polynomial time.
Step 2: To relax the condition required in (1), the idea is to consider another perturbation of RP such that the matrices in the perturbed problem satisfies (1). We use Step 1 to solve this perturbed problem in polynomial time and use a it to solve P in polynomial time. The details are omitted for brevity.
B. Proof using the relaxation approach
Here we use the optimal solution of the relaxed problem RP to construct an optimal solution of P . The feasible set of RP is bounded (since feasible set of P is bounded) and hence RP can be solved in polynomial time [13] , [25] , [26] to obtain a finite optimizer W * . The main idea is as follows.
Lemma 4: Suppose x ∈ C n satisfies x H Cx ≤ tr(CW * ) for all C ∈ C. Then x is an optimal solution of P .
The construction of such an n-dimensional complex vector x, proceeds in two steps. First we construct an n×n Hermitian matrix R with R jj R kk = |R jk | 2 for each (j, k) in G(C) that satisfies tr(CR) ≤ tr(CW * ) for all C ∈ C. Next we construct x from R that satisfies
The first step uses the linear separability from the origin of each off-diagonal entry, while the second step uses the acyclic nature of G(C); the details are omitted for brevity.
Remark 1: We can formulate another relaxation of P in terms of the variables {W jj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n} and {W jk , W kj = W H jk , (j, k) in G(C)} with the constraint
The above defines a second-order cone [12] and hence this relaxation is an SOCP. The feasible set of this relaxation is bounded and can be solved in polynomial time. The above construction then yields an optimal solution of P from the optimal solution of this SOCP relaxation.
IV. QCQP IN THE REAL DOMAIN
In the QCQP P , suppose the matrices in set C are real and symmetric, then all off-diagonal elements of the matrices in C are always linearly separable from the origin. If in addition, the graph G(C) is acyclic, then Theorem 1 implies an optimal solution x * ∈ C n of P can be solved in polynomial time. Let R denote the set of real numbers. Many authors [15] , [16] have considered the case where P is solved over x ∈ R n and RP is solved over a real symmetric matrix W ∈ R n×n . It can be checked that the proof technique in Section III-B is a generalization of the approach in [15, Theorem 3.4] and can be used to prove the result in [15, Theorem 3.4] with minor modifications. Restricted to acyclic networks, our result and [15] concludes the following.
Corollary 5: Suppose QCQP P has a non-empty and bounded feasible set. Let C ∈ R n×n be symmetric for all C ∈ C and G(C) be acyclic. 1) Then an optimal solution x * ∈ C n of P can be obtained in polynomial time.
2) If for each edge (j, k) in G(C), the real numbers C jk , C ∈ C have the same sign, then an optimal solution x * ∈ R n of P can be obtained in polynomial time.
Remark 2: Our result, however, does not follow by transforming a QCQP in the complex domain to an equivalent QCQP in the real domain and using earlier results.
V. OPTIMAL POWER FLOW: AN APPLICATION
In this section, we explore the application of Theorem 1 to the optimal power flow (OPF) problem. OPF can be cast as a QCQP [30] - [32] . An SDP based relaxation for OPF is proposed in [6] - [8] , [33] . Recently a series of works have studied OPF over radial networks and proved a variety of sufficient conditions that guarantee exact convex relaxations, e.g., [17] , [21] , [22] . A different approach has been used in [34] - [36] using the branch-flow model for power flow equations based on an SOCP relaxation. The precise relationships between these relaxations for OPF have been identified in [37] .
A. Problem Formulation
Consider a power system network with n nodes (buses). The admittance-to-ground at bus i is y ii and the admittance of the line between connected nodes i and j (denoted by i ∼ j) is y ij = g ij − ib ij . Typically, g ij ≥ 0 and b ij ≥ 0, i.e., the lines are resistive and inductive. Define the corresponding n × n admittance matrix Y as
Then real power injection at node k, reactive power injection at node k, squared voltage magnitude at node k, real power flow from node i to node k and the loss on the line joining nodes i and k can be represented as quadratic forms
, respectively in terms of the n × 1 voltage vector V . Different network objectives can be considered by varying C 0 as follows.
• Voltages: C 0 = I n×n (identity matrix).
• Power loss:
• Production costs:
. . m on the complex plane for OPF for a fixed line (i, j) in tree T .
B. Conic relaxation of OPF over radial networks
Assume hereafter that OPF is feasible. To conform to the notations of Section II, we replace the constraint in (5a) by the equivalent constraints
Similarly we rewrite (5b) and (5c). Then the set of matrices {C 1 , . . . C m } and the set of scalars {b 1 , . . . , b m } in the OPF problem can be easily identified. We limit the discussion to OPF instances where the graph of the power network is acyclic. Denote this graph on n nodes as T . Then, it can be checked that for all objective functions considered, the set C = {C 0 , C 1 , . . . , C m } for OPF satisfies
i.e., the sparsity pattern of the matrices in the set C follows the acyclic graph T of the power network. To explore the linear separability condition for OPF over T , consider an edge (i, j) in T . The admittance of the line joining buses i and j is g ij − ib ij . For the purpose of this discussion, consider power loss minimization as the objective. Also, assume g ij > b ij > 0. We plot the non-zero (i, j)-th entries of the matrices in C on the complex plane in Figure 2 and label each point with its corresponding matrix (the computations of the points are provided in the appendix). Clearly if we consider all the points in Figure 2 , they are not linearly separable from the origin. To apply Theorem 1 to OPF, consider an index-set M ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , m} such that the set of matrices C 0 and {C p , p ∈ M} are off-diagonally linearly separable. This corresponds to removing certain inequalities in OPF, i.e., b p = +∞ for p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} \ M. For example, removing −Φ j from the set {C 1 , . . . , C m } corresponds to setting P j = −∞. Thus from Theorem 1, it follows that the OPF problem over an acyclic power network T with an off-diagonally linearly separable set of matrices C = {C 0 , C p , p ∈ M} can be solved in polynomial time using its SDP or SOCP relaxation. We explore, through examples, some constraint patterns for OPF over T that can be solve using the conic relaxations.
Example 1: In Figure 2 , consider the (i, j)-th elements of the following set of matrices:
This set of points is linearly separable from the origin. With these points, associate a constraint pattern defined as follows. For any point in the diagram that is not a part of this set, the inequality associated with that matrix is removed from OPF. For example, the matrices −Φ j , −Φ i and −Ψ j are removed, which leads to
This can be generalized to a constraint pattern over T by removing the lower bounds on the real powers at all nodes and the lower bounds on reactive powers at alternate nodes. Example 2: Suppose P k = Q k = −∞ for all nodes k in T . This corresponds to considering points only on the left-half plane in Figure 2 for all edges (i, j) in T and constitutes a set that is linearly separable from the origin. In Figure 2 , we assume g ij > b ij > 0. However, regardless of the ordering between g ij and b ij for edges (i, j) in T , the set of points considered in this constraint pattern always lies in the left half of the complex plane.
Removing the lower bounds on the real and reactive power can be interpreted as load over-satisfaction, i.e., the real and reactive powers supplied to a node 1 ≤ k ≤ n can be greater than their respective real and reactive power demands.
Results showing that OPF on a radial network with load oversatisfaction can be efficiently solved were previously reported in [17] , [21] , [22] .
Example 3: Consider voltage minimization, i.e., C 0 is the n × n identity matrix. In Figure 2 , consider the (i, j)-th entries of the following set of matrices:
The constraint pattern associated with this set of points is
We can construct a constraint pattern for the OPF problem using the above that can be solved efficiently.
VI. APPENDIX

A. Matrices involved in OP F :
Here we compute the (i, j)-th entries of the matrices in C. For 1 ≤ k ≤ n, and (p, q) and (i, j) in T :
